


















































I meant to have a lot of doors in my painting, doors of all sizes, some closed, some
partly open, some just empty doorframes, no walls, but the various angles of the
doors implying a complicated cross-hatching of different planes, and opening onto
a great profusion of inconsistent scenes, inconsistent not only in content but also in
perspective, dimension, styleȝin some cases even opening onto other doors, mazes of














. . . a refusal of the referent of the historical (Chirico privileges the spatial sense and
excludes a sense of time); a refusal of the reality-principle of the social (there are no
human presences, only an instant and melancholy metamorphosis into a universe of
dead signs); and a refusal of the dialectic (here there is no suppressed region of truth-









. . . her painterly belief in immersion, flow, inner vision, as opposed to technique,
structure, reason. Just as mirrors, she’d said, were parodies of the seas, themselves
symbols of the unconscious, the unfathomable, the formless and mysterious, so were
reason and invention mere parodies of intuition. . . her definition of parody: the
intrusion of form, or death (she equated them), into life. . . like a camera, it created























. . . human consciousness, that poor cripple, that deformed and doomed thing, is about
to be born. This is the World just before men. Too violently pitched alive in constant
Áow ever to be seen by men directly. They are meant only to look at it dead, in still
strats, transputreÀed to oil or coal. Alive, it was a threat: . . . that some spoiler had to
be brought in before it blew the Creation apart. So we, the crippled keepers, were sent
out to multiply, to have dominion. God’s spoilers. Us. Counter-revolutionaries. It is








Life, . . . was nothing but a sequence of interlocking incarnations, an interminable
effort to fill the unfillable outline. Yes, vague chalk drawings, that’s what genetic
codes were, the origin of life: questions with no answers, just endless inadequate
guesses. Art, she believed, attempted to reproduce not the guesses, but the questions;
this was how beauty differed from decorationȝor indeed from truth, . . . (120)
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Tania had once said to me about the way language distorts reality:ȨI know we can’t
εΑΠκΘΣΒθ͈ໍర௡౾ȝȝGerald’s Party̤̫ͥͅईඛ͂෫ٟ
Ƚ149Ƚ
survive without it, Gerry, probably we even need all those Àctions of tense embedded
in the goddamn grammarȝbut art’s great task is to reconcile us to the human time of 
















This death tonight was a violent but dynamically predetermined invasion of what we
criminologists call a self-contained system of ritually proscribed behavior in which the
parts are linked by implacable forces and the behavior of the whole is precisely deÀned














































God saved Lot, you’ll remember, so Lot afterward could fuck his daughters, but he
εΑΠκΘΣΒθ͈ໍర௡౾ȝȝGerald’s Party̤̫ͥͅईඛ͂෫ٟ
Ƚ151Ƚ
froze the wife for looking back. On the surface, that doesn’t make a lot of sense. But
the radical message of that legend is that incest, sodomy, betrayal and all that are not
crimesȝonly turning back is: rigidiÀed memory, attachment to the past. That play













Or perhaps to Ànd a host of competing Beauties, . . .each seemingly fairer than the
rest, and then what’s he[the prince] to do? Awaken only one and condemn the rest
to death in life? No, yet if he should kiss them all, their multitudinous awakenings















































. . . yet more than that, we’d all been drawn to her, her almost succulent innocence
εΑΠκΘΣΒθ͈ໍర௡౾ȝȝGerald’s Party̤̫ͥͅईඛ͂෫ٟ
Ƚ153Ƚ
probably, and a kind of unassuming majesty that kept you in crazy awe of her, even in








































































































Time is hard and full of calamities, my father had said, but man is soft and malleable.
If he chooses to endure, then he also chooses metamorphosis, perhaps of an unexpected
ີ५ఱڠ૽໲ڠ໐ܮါ
Ƚ156Ƚ





























































I had suggested that night that theater, like all art, was a kind of hallucination at the
















Jim was slapping my cheeks gently. I felt very remote. The menus had become
cue cards, curtains, candles, calendars, the white wakes of ocean lines (Regina said
something about theȨlast actȩor maybeȨelastic,ȩand there was distant laughter like



















































I lay there on my back, alone and frightened, remembering all too well why it was we
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